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Dear $[PROPERTY:First
Name]$ $[PROPERTY:Name]$,
The sanitary crisis of Spring 2020 will
undeniably leave its mark but it will have
brought us new ways of thinking care
pathways for our international patients.
Discover what motivates C3Medical, what will
change and what will not change.

Editorial

Interview

Article

Editorial
How can we reassure, support, help and
accompany our international patients?
Such have been the daily questions
raised during the sanitary crisis of
Spring 2020.
And, if what we did before is what we’ll
do tomorrow.
Perhaps di erently, still with the
conviction that caring is above all a
human and collective adventure.
Jérôme Soistier, President C3Medical
Read the editorial
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Testimony

Zoom

Interview of Dr Pierre
Anhoury
Dr
Pierre
Anhoury,
Director
of
International Relations at Institut Curie,
shares the measures put in place during
the crisis and the speciﬁc actions
imposed
by
post-lockdown
to
guarantee the patients safe healthcare.
Read the interview

Remain present and adapt
to the extreme circumstances
Listen, share, humanity. Spring 2020
will remain for our patients, as it will for
us, a period of reactivity, adaptation
and coordination. A period in which our
keywords were: emergency, listen,
share, humanity.
Read the article
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C3MEDICAL team in China at
the heart of the fight against
COVID-19

Care pathways under
COVID-19

From December 2019, the C3Medical
team based in Shanghaï China, was
plunged into torment. Discover the
actions that were taken where the
priority remained: the patient first.
Read the testimony

Although the precautionary sanitary
measures in place within C3Medical’s
partner hospitals di er slightly from
each other, they all have one objective
in common: o er the best care
pathway under the best health safety
conditions and to do everything
possible to save lives.
Read the zoom

Discover in pictures what makes us different, human,
efficient

Share this newsletter with your friends
Share
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